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Love uncovers, reveals, and transforms all.

3 degrees Libra

The Angels of Protection for Animals
Also known as

The Angels
of

Peekah
Beloved,
The emotional nature of animals, their contentment and happiness,
creates strong beneficial magnetic fields that bless all of nature.
For this and many other reasons,

the love and care of animals
is one of the most sacred duties given to mankind.
Powerful emotional energies are generated by animals,
and the happiness of animals is an essential magnetism
that attracts Heaven to Earth for all beings.

Each animal is beloved and important in the scheme of
Universal Consciousness.
Divine Perfection ordains that the children of God carefully protect
the happiness
of animals all over the earth.

Through the virtues of our name, we help you create magnetic
fields of happiness upon the Earth by protecting the
happiness of all animals in the animal kingdom.
Emotions contain compressed information.
Emotions are magnetic and this magnetism
attracts corresponding realities into physical manifestation.
The emotional happiness of animals creates blessings upon the
Earth that uplift all.
We help the children of Divine Being watch over the happiness of all
sentient beings.

We inspire all people who deal with animals with instruction that is
necessary
in bringing Heaven to Earth.
Together- the children of Divine Being and heavenly hosts- are
healing and
transmuting any energy of fear and loneliness on this Earth,
and are bringing joy, evolution, and safety to all creatures.
We are the heavenly host of Peekah, of Compassionate Birth, Life,
and Death for the animal kingdom.

Through the divine virtues of the letters of our name,
we teach the Children of Light about the evolution of animals
through Divine Love.
“For I have given you Dominion over all that I have created.”

Remember that death must come naturally at some time
to every animal.
We watch over the death of any animal by another animal or an act
of fate,
making sure that there is protection from pain by heightened
states of consciousness that release opiates, endorphins, adrenaline
and other natural substances
in grace and mercy appropriate for each situation.

We have ways of helping to heal emotional suffering of an animal
that is not loved, or whose trust is betrayed.
The astral plane is perceived by the children of Divine Life as
feelings,
using the brainwave frequency of alpha, and this band of

awareness is powerfully affected when an animal suffers
emotionally.
The astral plane is like an ocean.
Feelings mix, like water.
Emotions of suffering, when poured into the feeling plane, create a
toxic chaotic condition that is critical.
Emotional suffering of sentient creatures is far more damaging
to this part of the unified field of energy than words can describe.
All incarnate beings wish for three things.
They wish for a joyful and painless birth.
They wish for a happy and fruitful life.
And they wish for a merciful and painless death.
Release from life is always meant to end the suffering of old age,
with its resultant weakness and increasingly painful infirmities for
each animal.
Almost always, a loving compassionate, quick and painless death
is the best death for any sentient being.
We guide other animals, an act of fate, or others to facilitate death
of any animal
when it is the wish of the indwelling animal consciousness to make
its transition.
It is right and holy for those who feel guided to eat meat,
to be a means for this last wish to be granted when directed by
Divine Providence.
When the animal no longer has any need for its body,
when it leaves its body behind,
it is glad to share it's fur and it's physical substance to those who
have loved it.
Food and fur obtained in sacred ways are blessed in three ways;
by the Creator, by the one who mercifully releases the spirit of the
animal from the body, and by the animal itself.
We are the heavenly host who watch over and guard the process
by which mankind obtains and consumes any kind of meat or fur.
We inspired original native aboriginals, who knew and practiced
these teachings for centuries.
The animal spirits blessed them and they blessed the animal spirits.
We are the heavenly host who were always summoned through
prayer to make sure that the animals that contributed their
flesh for food were at the perfect time and consciousness in their

lives to make a quick and holy transition.
When an animal has reached the highest consciousness possible in
its present form,
it is advantageous for its spirit to seek a more highly evolved body.
Only Divine Providence can tell the best time of transition, so it is
important that inner guidance is sought and carefully followed;
we help you know the best time.
It was we who guide the arrow to its mark.
We are helpful in every aspect of the interaction.
It is even our instructions that are followed in the cooking and
preparation of the meat
in healthful and holy ways.
We instruct and guard those who raise animals for food of any kind.
Through the divine virtues of our name Peekah we instruct mankind
to form
spiritual connections with all of these animals,
to provide them with love and joy in birth and a wonderful quality of
life.
We inspire you with ways to bring about ecstatic and painless death
when an animal spirit’s transition time has come.
It is up to us to instruct you about this, so that their life and their
death are holy.
When their spirits awaken in the afterlife, they awaken with
gratitude and love.
We are instructing all now so that Earth becomes as Heaven for all
life,
that the killing of an animal for food is done according only to the
highest good of all.
This act is meant to be a means of merciful, painless, sacred, and
compassionate release from mortal life,
it is meant to be a loving sacred and holy transition through death.
Meat from an animal who dies in a state of love and grace, quickly
without suffering, is healthy,
but meat that is flooded with the chemicals generated by fear and
stress can cause damage,
especially to the subtle awareness of those who eat it.

It has been our ancient duty from the beginning of time
to teach mankind to carefully
and reverently follow Divine Guidance before killing any
animal for any reason.
Just as a painful, fearful, death causes meat to be flooded by
adrenaline-based toxins, an ecstatic,
peaceful death floods meat with glandular substances that bring
health.

At this time, more and more people on earth are becoming
vegetarian.
Plants love to interact with animal and human kingdoms by being
taken in as food.

Plants are intelligent, and they manufacture healing and vitalizing
substances to share with others.
"For I have given you an herb to cure every ill."
The time is coming when energy is taken directly from the light of
spirit and food is no longer a necessity,
but simply a sacred and pleasurable act of love, guidance,
preference or celebration.
When animals are no longer eaten by mankind for food, our duties
will
still be to inspire the Children of Light to safeguard them
and to carefully protect the quality of their lives and death.
We ask that anyone who is in the business of raising animals for
food, call on us.

Through the virtues of our name, we help you create

magnetic fields of happiness
upon the Earth with happy animals.
It is through the power of their magnetic emotional attraction that
blessings upon the Earth uplift all.
Help us watch over the happiness of all sentient beings.

Pray that all people who deal with animals become attuned to our
instruction
that is necessary in bringing Heaven to Earth.
Together- the children of Divine Being and heavenly hosts- can heal
and
transmute accumulated energy of fear and loneliness on this Earth,
and bring joy, evolution, and safety to all creatures.
We are the heavenly host of Peekah, of Compassionate Birth, Life,
and Death for the animal kingdom.
Through the divine virtues of the letters of our name, we teach the
Children of Light
about the evolution of animals through Divine Love.
“For I have given you Dominion over all that I have created.”

P, the first letter of our name, is the divine virtue of the urge
for spiritual perfection.This virtue is the urge within all creation
for union with Divine Light.
The urge for spiritual perfection is found throughout all creation,
in every level of life.
Through the power of this virtue, consciousness evolves from the
smallest subatomic particle
upwards through the mineral, plant,
animal, and human kingdom on its way back to union with the
Divine Light.
In the divine plan, when an animal spirit has reached a high
enough level of development
to move to the human kingdom, it will incarnate
into a situation in which it has CLOSE LOVING CONTACT with a
human master.
The LOVING interaction between master and animal creates a
bond of
love and devotion within the animal that becomes stronger than
the instinct for survival.

It is precisely at this point of devotion and
love that the animal consciousness
is capable of having a more advanced individual and unique soul in
its next incarnation.
Such an animal has such a high degree of love and devotion that it
will risk and,
if necessary, sacrifice its life to protect its beloved master.

The love that it has for its beloved master overcomes the primitive
basic survival instinct
and demonstrates true free will.
“Divine Consciousness is Love.”

The second letter of our name, E, has the sound in the ancient
language of the divine virtue of omnipresence.
Divine Consciousness is omnipresent in all time and space, even
in the smallest atom.

In the emotions, this virtue gives control over the emotions of
oneself and others,
and the ability to understand the language of all beings, including
animals.

We teach how to understand the languages
and communication of all levels of beings on earth.
The letter E has the musical note of D, is of the dark violet color,
and is meditated on with the feeling of consciousness-penetratingall.

The third letter is also E.
The ability to communicate with animals allows a child of Divine
Being
to see the precious and unique consciousness and potential present
in each one.
This virtue also gives the faculty of transferring consciousness to
any being.
The fourth letter is K.
This is the sound of the divine virtue of omnipotence.
Through love and devotion an animal accesses faith and courage
to serve its master in miraculous and heroic ways.
In the akasha, the subtle pre-matter, this virtue of omnipotence
is the highest and purest light and is analogous to the original fire,
or desire principle.
In the mind, it manifests as the state of faith.
This is the faith that was spoken of in the Bible that could move
mountains and do all things.
In the soul, which is also called the astral or emotional body, this
virtue manifests as endurance,
toughness, courage, and the ability to remove any emotion of fear

within yourself or within others.
Since it is the fire and air element, it has the sensation of warmth
and ease;
it has the musical note of B, and the color of silvery blue.
The fifth letter is A.
When a child of God meditates on the virtue
of wisdom and enlightenment and becomes one with the Mind of
God,
it becomes possible to see how consciousness evolves from the
smallest
subatomic particle upwards through the mineral, plant, animal,
and human kingdom
on its way back to union with the Divine Light.

The consciousness of animals is ancient and holy,
and a vast treasure to be protected in its upward journey
to soul enlightenment.

This is the virtue of the highest wisdom and enlightenment that
can be conceived of.
This sound [a soft a like a sigh—ahhhhh] and virtue is an initiation
into the highest wisdom and the purity of all ideas in existence.
This has as a fundamental feature the enlightened mind.
Reasoning, perception, the cognition of the most profound truths,
highest knowledge, high intelligence, and the arousing of all
intellectual faculties are expressed.
The color of wisdom and enlightenment is light blue, the musical
note is G, the element is air so it has the sensation of ease, and
the lungs are formed from it.
From this comes umlaut A, ae, the virtue of the mysteries of life
and death and transformation.
This virtue reveals the power of release of imperfections for

transformation
into other statse that are the highest good of all concerned.
The sixth and last letter is H.
This letter is the sound of the Power of the Word.
By transferring consciousness of divine virtues
into the spirit and feeling world of animals, their evolution is
greatly enhanced.
In fourfold whole brain thinking, the WILL of a divine virtue is
held in the pure being state of Delta brainwaves,
the VISUAL IMAGE, CONCEPT AND MEANING of a divine virtue
is held in the deep inward thought of
Theta brainwaves, the FEELING of a divine virtue flows in emotion
of Alpha brainwaves,
and the SENSATION, COLOR, MUSICAL NOTE, SOUND,
AND RELEVANT BODY PART is held in the five senses, memory,
and logic of Beta brainwaves.
By using this technique to utter words in meditation within the
human body temple,
each word which is made up of letters that have
divine virtues associated with them, creativity of the highest order
occurs.
Through the law of correspondences, within the outer world, these
virtues can be transferred to any being.
The letter H has a silvery violet color, is the fire element of will
and has the sensation of warmth and fire,
has the musical note of A,
and is the virtue by which the right arm of every child of God is
created.
MIRACLES

Footnotes

The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or root, of three
of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth,
and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Nam es, phr ases, and sections, in the angel m essages ar e quoted or par aphr ased fr om the book s of Fr anz Bar don.
Infor m ation of the heavenly hosts of the zone gir dling the ear th is r efer enced fr om THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL
EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Infor m ation of the divine vir tues and the letter s ar e r efer enced fr om THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH,
ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeber g, Wupper tal/W. Ger m any. These book s have ver y im por tant infor m ation for these
studies.

The book " Initiation into Her m etics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a pr epar ator y book for the other s.
Fr anz Bar don's last autobiogr aphical book , "Fr abato the Magician",
gives histor ical back gr ound and was com piled by his Ger m an publisher fr om notes wr itten by Fr anz Bar don.

Feel fr ee to shar e these m essages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.

When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!

So it is.

To unsubscribe from the angel messages,
please go to yahoo.com, click on groups, type in spiritusangelmessages in search engine, and click.
You can then manage your subscription, choosing unsubscribe, or no emails but still having access
on the web.
You can later choose to go back to receiving emails at any time.
If you are in another group, go to that group and do the same.
If you are receiving these from private lists, click on reply and say you no longer wish to receive
the angel messages.
If you are receiving them from a friend, let that friend know that you no longer wish to receive the
angel messages.
This prevents them being seen as spam.
Love brings miracles of happiness.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SpiritusAngelMessages/

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lovingpurelove/

